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Evidence of a characteristic ignition length of a flame
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Abstract. Ignition process of vegetation from a cylindrical flame radiation is examined
using Koo and Pagni [1] model. The radiation flux is power-law decreasing with
distance [2], while the ignition time increases exponentially. This last behavior yields a
characteristic length of fuel ignition from a flame, inducing a percolation type phase
transition.

1 introduction
Percolation theory is one of the simplest statistical physics models describing propagation in
disordered media [3]. Percolation models are now applied to several fields of physics ranging from
electronic and optical properties of composite materials to epidemics via forest fires [4, 5].
A finite propagation/non-propagation threshold transition is induced by a finite characteristic or
path length [6]. A finite path length means an exponentially decreasing connection probability with
the distance between nodes. In the case of human epidemics and forest fires, the corresponding small
world networks exhibit long-range connections [7] with an exponentially decreasing connectivity
distribution leading to a finite percolation threshold. In other epidemic networks such as computer
networks called scale free networks, there is no percolation threshold because the connectivity
distribution is power-law decreasing even if the path length remains finite [7]. Obviously forest fires
exhibit a finite percolation threshold as fire can either spread or not depending on the vegetation
density, terrain roughness and/or weather conditions. On the other hand, in the absence of wind,
flame radiation is the main origin fire propagation. However, following Billaud et al. [2] and Mudan
[8], the radiation flux is asymptotically power-law decreasing with distance, and thus the
characteristic length of flame radiation diverges. Fire propagates by igniting the connected sites not
only by heating them. Ignition is a complex process. It includes water evaporation and pyrolysis
processes. Is there a characteristic length induced by ignition process? The answer of this question is
the aim of this paper.

2 Ignition process
Let us consider the influence of a flame on a combustible located at a distance y from the flame. A
simple physical model of Koo et al. [1], based on energy conservation and detailed heat transfer
mechanisms, is used for steady-state contiguous fire spread in a thermally-thin uniform porous fuel
bed (Fig.1).
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Fig. 1.Flame spread schematic.

In this model, the fuel bed has a length Lfb and is assumed to be a thin, one-dimensional,
homogenous, porous fuel layer (its thickness lc is small compared to the fuel bed and flame sizes).
There is thus no temperature difference between top and bottom surfaces at the same distance from
the flame. The emitted radiations from the flame contribute to heating the surface of the combustible
layer. The flame is assumed to be line fire; it is in fact a three-dimensional sheet with a cylindrical
shape of length Lf, but its radius r is used only for flame emissivity calculations from its surface.
Combustion and chemical reactions are thus assumed to be infinitely fast. The reference system is
attached to the flame sheet so that the flame is fixed at y =0.The tilt angle of the flame is caused by
the wind speed Uwand the gravitational constant g. Itis approximated as [1]
.

(1)

Thermal heat supplied by the flame radiations leads to the fuel layer degradation and to rise the
temperature until it reaches the ignition temperature Tign. The temperature of the combustible layer is
thus time and distance dependent (Ty(t)). The combustible layer is at room temperature Trt for y = ∞,
and at the flame temperature Tf for y = 0.
Consider a volume element dy×lc×l(lbeing the width of the fuel bed)of the combustible layer heated
by a flame radiations at a distance y. The total flux qTreceived by this element is
qT = qsr + qrl + qsch + qscb

(2)

In the present work the wind speed is neglected, and the fuel bed is flat. The tilt angle is thus
neglected as well as the surface heading (qsch) and backing (qscb) convection. The radiation flux
qsrreceived from the flame is given by:
q

f

σ ε

F

(3)

Where
denotes the absorption coefficient of the combustible element layer, Tf and εf are
respectively the flame emissivity and temperature,σ the Stephan Bolzmann constant and F is the
view factor, i.e. the proportion of the total energy emitted by the flame that reaches the receiving
surface element. This factor was be determined by Monte-Carlo simulations for a cylindrical flame
shape [2]. The Monte-Carlo method used reduces to a stochastic ray-tracing method where discrete
energy bundles are sent through the computational domain with the ray direction being sampled.
The total emission of an isothermal area element dAi depends on the emissiondirection (i.e. the polar
1and 0
1
φ and the azimuthal angle ψ), generated by using the random numbers0
(4)
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The radiative heat flux received by any target surface element dAj depends on the number of
quantum Nij as
W

q

∑

A

(6)

Where W is the amount of the radiative energy carried by each quantum.
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Fig.2.a) Schematic representation of the physical model, b) Radiative heat flux received by a horizontal
target surface and vertical flame (flame emissive power 25 KW/m2).

The flux is power-law decreasing with the distance to the flame. From Fig.2, the radiation interaction
has thus a diverging characteristic length. This is obvious as sun radiations influence objects on the
earth whose distance to the sun can be considered as infinite, but they are not ignited. Therefore,
ignition process should have a characteristic length induced by an exponential behaviour.
The radiation loss of the surface element qrl is given by
σ ε

q

(7)

Where ε denotesthe emissivity of the combustible element layer.
At 373 K ° the total flux qT is used for water evaporation. Above this critical temperature, the
total flux increases the temperature of the combustible element until it reaches the ignition
temperature so that
,

qT

373 °
,

373 °

(8)

Where ρc is the fuel density, Cpc its specific heat, Ø the volume fraction of the solid phase (fine
the latent heat of water evaporation.To solve
particles of vegetation), W is the water content, and
Eq.8,the following boundary conditions on temperature and water content are needed
;

0
0

0;

∞
∞

(9)

With W0is the initial moisture content of the fuel bed. A first order approximation is used iteratively
until reaching the ignition temperature. The results are in agreement with the fourth order Runge
Kutta method.
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3 Results
In this section, we consider a cylindrical flame with a height h = 4 m and a radius r = 1 m. Fig.3
shows the time dependence of the temperature of fuel elements located at various positions y. When
temperature reaches the ignition temperature (here about 580°), the fuel element is ignited. Before
ignition, three different behaviors appear; water heating phase, the evaporation phase and the
pyrolysis phase. A plateau appears at 373°K due to the latent energy at the water evaporation phase.
Below this plateau, temperature increases exponentially with time, while it increases as a power-law
above the plateau. This increase becomes slower as the distance y to the flame increases. A nonlinear increase of the ignition time with y is observed in this figure.
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Fig. 3.Time evolution of the fuel temperature for various distances y.

The ignition time dependence on the distance y is shown in Fig.4 (semi-log plot). For small
distances (about 0.5m), the ignition time is power-law increasing with the distance. This increase
becomes exponential above this distance, yielding a characteristique length lc (here lc=2.77±0.01)
Eq.8
(y/l )
Fit as tign e ; lc = 2,77 (+/-) 0,01
c
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Fig.4.Ignition time as a function of y.for a flame length Lf=4m and a radius r=1m
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The ignition time increase becomes faster than the exponential above this length. This means that
above this distance, the fuel bed elements cannot be ignited. Obviously this length allows us to
simulate fire propagation by using a small deterministic area of radius lc (called the influence zone),
instead of the whole system, which is highly computer time consuming. This length was introduced
previously to study forest fire spread and percolation [5].

4 Conclusions
Using a simple physical model of heat transfer that includes radiation processes of a cylindrical
flame, the existence of a characteristic length of ignition was demonstrated. This length, which is the
cause of the propagation/ non propagation phase transition, was deduced from the exponential
increase of the ignition time with the distance to the flame. A further investigation is in course where
the characteristic length is determined as a function of the wind speed, the fuel bed slope and its
moisture content.
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